Articles and Other Resources


**Evaluating Information: The Cornerstone of Civic Online Reasoning Executive Summary** from the Stanford History Education Group

**Fake News vs. Real News: Determining the Reliability of Sources** from the New York Times

**Framework for Information Literacy for Higher Education**

**Information Literacy and Fake News** from ACRL Log

**Political Polarization & Media Habits** from Pew Research Center

**Research Guide: Fake News and Information Literacy** from the University of Oregon

**Takis Metaxas Smart Talk: Separating Truth From Lies** from Project Information Literacy

**What’s the Question, Again?** from Inside Higher Ed

**Why Students Can’t Google Their Way to the Truth** from Education Week

Workshop Examples

**American College of Pediatricians**

**An attempt to chart media brands on the fake-real spectrum / Boing Boing**

**Bacon Causes Cancer? Sort of. Not Really. Ish.** From Wired

**Bad Day for Bacon: Processed Meats Cause Cancer, WHO Says**. From NPR

**CRAAP Test Graphic**

**Fake ABC News: World’s Biggest Starbucks Opening In Phoenix AZ: Roller Coaster, Underground Water**

**Slide & Robot Baristas**